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Weekly Devotion #1 | The Testing of Job  | Job 1:1-2:10 
 

Day 1: Theology and Suffering 

• Quotes/References 
- CJ introduced the book of Job explaining that it “has been uniquely crafted for 

those suffering…”  He cautioned us that, “If you aren’t theologically prepared for 
suffering you’ll be vulnerable to all manner of temptation, sin, and the enemy 
when you suffer.  You will need your best theology in your darkest moments.” 

- The work of developing a right knowledge of God is not some obscure, 
unnecessary activity reserved for “super” Christians.  Knowing God is what 
brings Christians joy and enables us to walk humbly under trial. 

• Questions to Consider: 
 

- In what ways are suffering Christians vulnerable to wrong thoughts/hard thoughts 
of God? 

 __________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________ 

- What truths have equipped you to trust God in past or current hardship?  

 __________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________ 

• Prayer Recommendations: 
 

- Pray Psalm 119.18 for our congregation.  Pray that God’s Spirit would help us to 
see "wondrous things" as we study Job.  

- Pray Psalm 23 for those in our church who are walking through suffering.  Pray 
that they would know and trust the power and personal care of God, who is with 
them. 
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Day 2: Innocent Suffering 

• Quotes/References 

- CJ stressed that Job was a blameless man.  This does not mean that he was a 
perfect or sinless man, but he was a genuine and faithful follower of God.  We 
have no reason to suspect that Job’s coming suffering has anything to do with 
hidden sin. 

- D.A. Carson quote: “The emphasis on Job’s goodness is meant to highlight the 
fact that there is such a thing as innocent suffering. This means that not all 
suffering is directly related to a specific sin it means that some suffering in this 
world is not directly related to any sin.” 

• Questions to Consider 
- Describe your responses to suffering… Guilt? Anger? Fear? Resentment? 

 __________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

- How can Job’s example be an encouragement to you? 

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

• Prayer recommendation: 
- Pray 2 Chronicles 16:9 for those in the congregation who are suffering.  Pray that 

they would remember that God’s looks to strengthen the blameless, not to 
ultimately crush them. 
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Day 3: God’s Sovereignty Over Suffering 

• Quotes/References 
- CJ reminds us that God is sovereign over every aspect of Job’s suffering.  This 

concept is is incredibly important to understand!  It teaches us that God has a 
purpose for all of our sufferings…and God’s purposes are always good! 

- Tim Keller quote: “When your most cherished things are taken from you, you may 
be tempted to angrily reject him [God]. But then suffering gives you an 
opportunity. Instead of giving up on God and moving away from him you could 
adjust and focus on him in a way you had never done before.”  Where might you 
look back and see where suffering was an opportunity (or is a present 
opportunity)?  

• Questions to Consider: 
- How can a knowledge of God and God’s active, good, and sovereign purpose in 

the midst of your suffering help protect your joy? 

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

- What is something you can immediately praise God for when you being to suffer? 

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

• Prayer recommendation: 

- Pray John 17:3 for the congregation so that we may know in our hearts that an 
intimate personal knowledge of God is the greatest blessing of our lives in Jesus. 
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Day 4: True Prosperity 

• Quotes/References 
- CJ: “We must make eye-contact with our fears so that, like Job, we may 

encounter the wisdom, sovereignty, and goodness of God that we might comfort 
and strengthen our hearts as we meet suffering 

- Christopher Ash quote: “That the Lord disagrees with us must teach us 
something very deep. The glory of God really is more important that your or my 
comfort. In the end it is necessary and right that this man should suffer personal 
and intimate attack upon himself. so that we see absolutely and without doubt 
that God is worthy of worship.” 

• Questions to Consider 
- What blessings of God do you most fear He might take back? 

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

- How can having an eternal perspective of possessions prepare you for 
sufferieng? 

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

• Prayer recommendations: 
 

- Pray Psalm 73:25 over the congregation.  We all need to be reminded that our 
most glorious hope, joy, and reward is God himself. 

- Pray John 10:10b for yourself, that you may continually rejoice in the knowledge 
that Jesus is a giver of life, even abundant life! 

 


